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by Doctor Gonzo

I’ve been listening to Blood on the Tracks (Dy-

lan) all week while I put together this issue of the
award winning Apocrypher. There is a song, “Idiot Wind”, that summarizes my current feelings
about the election. I can’t wait for it to be over.
You can only hear a stump speech so many
times before you get jaded. But at the same time
I realize the necessity of this policy. Those undecided voters who’ve yet to make up their minds
and love to hear all the sound bites which formulate their consciousness about this election.
It trickles down to every political election across
the country no matter how insignificant the race
(City Council member). Slander is the new truth.
One of my favorites in Washington State is Prop
1000 aka “Right To Die”. It allows end of life palliation for the terminally ill. The opposition to
this bill thought it would be a good idea to enlist
Martin Sheen to be in their commercial to stop
people from assisted suicide. They may have
not realized this was the same guy who slit Colonel Kurtz’ throat at the end of Apocalypse Now
(because it was necessary). Additionally, Martin
Sheen can’t vote in Washington State.
“We just saw it from a different point of view, tangled up in blue”. One of my other new favorite
trends is the use of the word socialism. Desperate times call for desperate measures. In truth,
deep down, everyone who lives in this country
knows we don’t have even the slightest chance
of becoming a socialist society. The existence
of Big Pharma, Big Oil and all the other multibillion-dollar corporations in the USA precludes the
“hassle” of us becoming socialists. We are and
always will be capitalists. It’s the American way.
My guess is that most people, maybe the undecided voters, hear this word on TV and assume
we are headed down the path of mutual wealth
(i.e. despair). The alarming thing to me is the
majority of the people who decry socialism are
the lower-middle class folks whom, would most
likely, benefit if socialism was the norm. Another
		

“I mean, say what you like about the tenets of National
Socialism, Dude, at least it’s an ethos.” – Walter Sobchak.

fun contradiction is the super wealthy, who use
the word socialism as a tool of politics. These
are the same assholes that demanded the Federal Government step in and save Wall Street to
the tune of 700 billion. We now have a collective
ownership of all the banks in the Unites States.
Feels like socialism. The untoward part of this
bailout is somehow I think we, the taxpayers,
might get the short end of the stick. You all say,
“Oh Doctor Gonzo”, you are so handsome, but
so cynical.
Socialism isn’t always bad, especially for healthcare. Some of you out there still voting for McBush and Bible Spice (credit Alec Baldwin)
should know that their health care plan would
benefit no one. Most states in the union have
been using socialized medicine for decades.
Chronic disease, mental health problems and
physical disability are all issues preventing people from getting jobs, making money and obtaining healthcare. But without programs like state
run Medicaid none of these people could get the
healthcare they need. The taxpayers in these
states fund these programs whether they realize it or not. Federal universal healthcare is not
a stretch by any imagination. Of course, it has to
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by Stu
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• I said in 2004 that there was no way this campaign would get as
ugly as the one in 2000. Then the Republicans accused John
Editor and Publisher: Dr Gonzo
Kerry of faking his war record.
• I said earlier this year that there was no way this campaign
would get as ugly as the one in 2004. Then the armies of MorAssistant to the Editor: Stash Z.
dor Republican base starting screaming “terrorist” and “kill him”
General Sales: the saint
as they readied to overrun Gondor at their rallies.
Esquire: Dr Gonzo
• When I say the same thing in 2012, someone slap me.
• The people calling Barack Obama a socialist don’t know a godArt Director: Dr Gonzo
damn thing about socialism.
Production Director: Stash Z
• The people calling Barack Obama a socialist probably voted
Art Department: Forty 11
twice for a guy who just nationalized banks.
• The people who think Barack Obama’s middle name is relevant
MAIN CONTRIBUTORS:
don’t know a goddamn thing about anything.
Stash Zyka - Lincoln
• The people who think minorities defaulting on their mortgages
the saint - City of Angels
are ultimately responsible for the economic meltdown know
Stu - Saint Cloud (East)
even less of a goddamn thing about anything than the people
Rev. Wild Bill - New Munich
who think Barack Obama’s middle name is relevant.
Kung Fu Mike - Minneapolis • Sarah Palin, being a relentlessly graceless moron, is the perfect
Notorious V.I.G. - Osseo
representative for these droogs.
Bloomer - Hudson
• I’m lukewarm on Joe Biden (for someone with alleged foreign
the Gooch - Wasilla
policy cred, he was just as wrong about Iraq as all the other libKyles - Pittsburgh
eral hawks), but boy, put him up against Palin, and he looks like
Sam Chao - Queen Anne
Abraham Delano Eisenhower.
Rober Goulet, Jr. - Ballard
• It’s not elitist to point out that Sarah Palin is a corrupt idiot.
• It is elitist to think that women are so dumb that they’ll mistake
AK Online: Dr Gonzo
her for Hillary Clinton and vote for your guy now.
Circulation: Dr Gonzo
• I liked John McCain better when he was pretending to be a mavMain Offices:
erick, rather than pretending to be a frothing wingnut.
4011 2nd Avenue NW
• Watching Fox News right now has to be like watching a Soviet
Seattle, WA 98107
news program before the USSR collapsed.
• Harry Truman left office with an abysmal approval rating, only to
posthumously find favor with historians and members of both
>>>> Contact Us
parties.
• George Bush will not be that lucky.
Write to Letters: Artificial Khaos,
• It’s October 16th as I write this. I predict that Obama will win. Not
4011 2nd Avenue NW, Seattle,
quite a nailbiter, but not a blowout, either. The polls look great,
WA 98107.
but these things always narrow a bit as Election Day nears. The
Email: artificialkhaos@yahoo.com
Democrats will fall just short of 60 Senate seats. Al Franken will
Subscribe: artificialkhaos.com
be a Senator. I’ll still be stuck with Michelle Bachmann. Joe
Mail: AK Customer Service
Lieberman will remain a clown.
P.O. Box 665-6667
• I honestly like Barack Obama, and think he’ll be a reasonably
good President. He’ll have his work cut out for him.
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by Reverend Wild Bill

So I recently had this conversation with my mom
concerning presidential elections. We were
clearing the table and I asked, “ So Mom what
do you think of this presidential election.”
“Oh honey you know I promised your Grandpa
I would always vote Democrat.” She scraped
some mashed potatoes off a plate into a larger plate full of leftover bits of partially chewed
steak fat, lots of squash the kids didn’t eat and
some peas from one of the several babies that
showed up. “I kind of like that Sarah Palin. She
has the most wonderful shade of lipstick. I just
ordered some from Sharon Hoxtell.” Sharon
Hoxtell is the local Avon Lady. “Mom, Grandpa
never liked Democrats he always swore like a
sailor if we talked about Charlie… what’s his
name.” She said Charlie Berg always took
Grandpas money at poker games and Charlie
helped bring Grandma over from the old country. My mom dumped the scrapings plate into a
bowl we kept under the sink for the dogs. Mom
continued, “the woman was a witch.” She spit
into the dog bowl. “Really, she was, that’s why
they wouldn’t let her into the country and he had
to get Charlie’s help.” I stared. Mom lit a lucky
Strike. “The woman sold your brother into white
slavery. The Johnson’s bought him. We had to
buy them a color TV. Grandma said he was a
good luck..” I interrupted. “Sammy ran away
for a day. He went across the street to Lucy’s
house. He fell asleepon their couch every night
for a week. Dad went over every night at nine
and carried him home.”
“You kids… we told you things so you wouldn’t
be scared.” she blew smoke out of the corner of
her mouth. “Besides you were just a baby.”

Features
talking Sam into eating
the stuff, told him it was
Scooby snacks.
Back inside, “Mom so
you’re going to vote for a
guy because he picked a
woman VP who has nice
lipstick?” I briefly thought
what a good thing the Electoral college is and
denying womans suffrage.
“I voted for Kennedy because he had such a
sweet ass.” mom said.
I did some quick math. “You were 17”
“Oh I know darling. Uncle Ed was an election judge back then too, He knew I wasn’t old
enough. I had to give him a release in the back
of his car.” “You had sex with Dad’s brother?”
“No no honey, but I really wanted to vote. I
saved myself for your father.
Uncle Eds enthusiastic hugs and the overindulgent birthday gifts he gave me started to make
sense.
I made a gin and tonic considering how the conversation was turning blue and Mom finished up
reminiscing with a story of how her and dad met.
Ed. This article was submitted under protest due to the sharp
editing of the perverse sexual content. The staff writer wants
you to know he is displeased. The full length article can be
found at Earl’s Bar in Melrose, MN.

“I was seven. so whatever.” I grabbed the dog
bowl and went outside, dumped it on top of the
dry brown dog food and thought about
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[Socialism continued]

be funded with tax money, but would you rather
pay taxes to treat disease or to fund the Pentagon and drop bombs. It will be hard for President McCain to freeze Federal spending across
the board when he wants so desperately to win
the war in Iraq. My guess is you’ll have to pay
more taxes.
“Well, the deputy walks on hard nails and the
preacher rides a mount; But nothing really matters much; it’s doom alone that counts. And the
one-eyed undertaker, he blows a futile horn.
“Come in,” she said, “I’ll give you shelter from
the storm. The storm of the last eight miserable
years is nowhere near over. My only hope is

Musing of a Drunk Republican

next Wednesday morning we get a burst of sunlight through the clouds and rain. Sure, nothing
will change over night. It will take years to repair
the damage of the last, twice-elected administration. What will happen to the economic and social climate in the next few years? The answer
my friends is blowin’ in the wind, the answer is
blowin’ in the wind.

by Bloomer

Features

After a night of drinking… Here are the thoughts of a conservative:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why is this the year of the affirmative action election?
Does anyone want to curb spending?
Why isn’t English the official language?
Why is the government involved in marriage?
If people don’t like the second amendment why don’t they change it?
Why does the government take money from me to give to poor people?
Why does the government take money from me to give to rich people?
How come the government gets to own the airwaves?

Editorial Response:
After knowing Kevin Bloom for over a decade, these are some of the most cogent things I’ve ever
heard him say. I’d like to respond to each bullet point.
• Because the battle against gay marriage is super tired.
• John McCain is going to “freeze” spending, while buying 300 billion worth of mortgages. How will
he do that? Raise taxes.
• Because the Chinese own us. Cantonese should be the national language.
• Good question. You can thank the Evangelical right for this.
• Another good question.
• Lately, I’m not sure the poor have been getting your hard earned tax money. That money seems
to be used for bullets and oil.
• Because you voted for George W. Bush. Twice.
• I blame the Recording Industry Association of America.
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Viva Las Vegas by Reverend Wild Bill
Features
Ralfie is a loan Shark. Stays at the Airport in Vegas and has an office in what looks like a deserted store front. It works well for him because
he uses airport security for himself. If you borrow from him his terms are simple. Ralfie charges a vig of 20% a week and all loans must be
paid back in a month. He says he’s voting for
McCain because he likes Palin’s ass. I think it’s
because he’s worried that the economy will recover under Obama and he thrives in a recession. He’s got money to loan.

block and exposed studs of the wall you just
walked through. You notice there is an excessive amount of insulation on the wall and lots of
weather stripping on the heavy door. There are
a few boxes stacked in the corner and an old
barber chair sitting in the middle of the floor. The
young lady gestures you to the chair and straps
you in with heavy leather straps.

And Ralfie takes a pinkie up front. Toe or finger
it doesn’t matter.

You decide which pinkie. I had four to start with.
If you are a repeat customer you go till you get
all four punched I suppose. Or maybe he moves
on to other fingers. I don’t know people who
have gone back more than four times.

You go to see him, fly in from where ever or
drive out buy a ticket and get it refunded. If you
know someone you get into the airport through
employee entrance but they still have you go
through security clearance.

Another lady comes in with a large pruning
shears, really a branch cutter. She takes the
digit, deposits it in a glass jar with your name on
it. She took my left pinkie and she wrapped up
my stump for me.

Ralfie takes your info. Social security, addresses, phone numbers, Bank routing numbers or
how ever you want to carry the money. Ralfie
only does big amounts a million or more. If you
want candy money get a credit card. Ralfie is
from the islands so he usually routes the money
through Cayman island accounts, confidential
that way.

The cold metal on the skin is the worst, anticipation. If you don’t yell they stitch it up for you. I
got a nice pattern that looks like an Asian symbol for something.

Then a pretty young lady usually Asian, Ralfie
likes them under twenty and a little brown, she
shows you to his office, the storefront. There is
just a store, a square cut into the side of the airport concourse like every other bookstore, coffee shop or restaurant in the airport. Only this
place is bland. There is a couch some chairs a
table the walls are white the lighting is overhead
fluorescents the place almost screams stay
away. Some of Ralfies goons sit on the couch
or chairs. The young lady leads you through
a door in the back. The back room is cinder
		

I was sitting at a crap table at the Rivera one
night and looked across the table to notice the
man across from me had no pinkies. I looked
under the table when I dropped a chip. He was
wearing flip flops and had no pinkie toes either.
I asked him later at the bar if he knew Ralfie.
“Dis one I lost in Nam. Got the f**ker caught in
some machinery.” He pointed to his right pinkie with his left hand. I noticed it was covered
with heavy diamond rings. “Da rest Ralfies got.”
We drank to Ralfie the rest of the night and our
missing appendages.
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Where Have All the Vice Presidents Gone? by R. Goulet, Jr.
October 2008

National Affairs Desk

Ballard, WA--Once upon a time, not too long ago
actually, the office of the Vice President of the
United States meant something. Grand things,
things like “dull”, “inept”, “funerals for foreign
heads of state”, and “pitcher of warm piss”. Sadly for America, the last eight years have robbed
that noblest of courtly appointments of its aura of
humility and humanity.
For this we primarily have Dick “The Dick”
Cheney to thank. Eight years of Iago, Vader,
Kissinger, Billy the Kid, Erlichman, and Machiavelli wrapped into one have made this tarnished
office evoke other, less grandiloquent, base
words like “undisclosed location”, “go f*** yourself”, “waterboarding”, and “quadruple bypass”.
It’s to the point now that the election hysterics
have produced two veep candidates that are as
much in the news as the tops of their tickets—
Joe Biden: a marvelous windbag, smart as hell,
a walking gaffe-generator, and a sharp dresser
to boot. And a nice guy. And Sarah Palin: a marvelous windbag, the curiosity of a bag of hammers, a gaffe-generator only when in front of actual humans, and a sharp dresser to boot. And
nice as long as you aren’t pallin around with teeroists and whatnot...But rest assured, it wasn’t
always this grim. No, in the past we had great
times, glorious times, and glorious fellows.
Follow me as we pay a visit to the Ghosts of Vice
Presidents (and vp candidates) past. Here are a
smattering of them, with my thoughts of each…
• Cheney: Fun fact: middle name is “Anakin”.
• Al Gore: If he’d gotten fat and grew a beard
eight years ago, who knows what might’ve
happened…
• Dan Quayle: He likes potatoes, and is no Jack
Kennedy. And dislikes Murphy Brown. (Lesson: do not mess with Candice Bergen, she
will f*** you UP)
		

• Hon. Mention: James Stockdale (Ross Perot’s
running mate in 1992) The guy was a frikkin
war hero, 7 years as a POW during Vietnam.
Read his profile on wikipedia. Dunno how
great a veep he would’ve been but I think he
got shafted nevertheless.
• George H.W. Bush. Why does the Bush clan
think they’re so hot at foreign policy?
• Walter F. Mondale. I worked at his law firm
Dorsey & Whitney in Minneapolis for three
years. I swiped one of his business cards
from his desk. Liked him till I learned he had
it out for the space program. He’s dead to me
now.
• Bob Dole. Veep to Gerry Ford. Don’t you eat
that peanut butter. That’s Bob Dole’s peanut
butter. And get out of Bob Dole’s chair.
• Gerald R. Ford. Homer Simpson’s role model.
Michigan QB, member of the Warren Commission. Told New York to drop dead, pardoned Tricky Dick. For that, the country never
forgave him. Chevy Chase was just shooting fish in a barrel, something that Squeaky
Fromme apparently aspired to but without
even that limited talent. Hope you like your
nutraloaf, Lynette.
• Spiro Agnew. Dick Cavett famously revealed
that you can take the letters in Spiro Agnew
and spell “grow a penis”. That and Agnew’s
“nolo contendre” plea to bribery and extortion
charges when he was governor of Maryland
are his legacy. Oh, and the Pat Buchananpenned “nattering nabobs of negativism”
quote. Talk about legacy…
• Hubert H. Humphrey. LBJ’s VP. Pleh.
• Lyndon B. Johnson. Quite possibly the most
fascinating political figure of the 20th century. The guy was complicated. Check out the
American Experience documentary, it’s fascinating (Loeffelbein, back me up here willya?) Never will there be a guy like that in the
White House ever again.
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[Gone cont.]

• Before LBJ it was <drum roll>….the Trickster! That’s right kids, did you know that before Tricky Dick Nixon led the nation in to the
long national nightmare that was Watergate,
he was Ike’s veep for eight years (19521960)? The Checkers speech, Khrushchev
and the Kitchen Debate couldn’t compensate for eight years of sleepwalking capped
by losing to a tan, smooth JFK and then taking the following eight years to emerge from
his chrysalis into the fully formed Sauron we
all remember. “I am not a crook.”
• Before that, the only one worth mentioning is
Harry S. Truman. Dropped the bomb, fired
McArthur, oversaw the Berlin airlift. went to
Korea. FDRs shoes weren’t easy to fill but
he did all right.
In fact, I’d have to say Truman is probably my
favorite veep, with LBJ second and the Trickster a close third. If any of you ever run for
president (not as far a stretch as you might
think—I happen to know that the Brookings Institute is on the subscription list), consider me
as your running mate. I have several qualifications:
• I only want to run the space program. That’s
it. I don’t even need to live in D.C. I’ll rubber-stamp anything you propose, just let me
run the space program. We have a lot of
catching up to do.
• I don’t even need Air Force Two—any old
F-14 would be just fine.
• Somewhere out there is a 20-year old VHS
tape of me with half a watermelon rind on
my head and a bottle of Night Train in my
hand and the contents in my stomach, running around in Larsen Hall in my underwear
with 20 other coeds in various stages of undress. I think it could really galvanize your
base in at least one direction.
• I’ve never shot anyone in the face before
(that I can remember).
		

• I have a passport.
• Never shot an animal.
• Never been in a pageant (though I was a
hand model for a day (for super-secret postit notes from 3M. $60, yo)
With those qualifications, I might just run for VP
myself, hell. Vote early and vote often, and God
Save the United States of America.

Little Faces
NOLA GRACE OCHS.
Welcome to th world and
to your first newsletter
exposure. Your daddy
once wrote for this magazine before he was let
go due to inefficiency.
This little gal was born
on 10/13/08 in Dallas,
Texas. We don’t hold that
against her though because her folks are getting their asses back to
Seattle right quick. She’s
a looker like her mama.
Nola came in at 8lbs.
8oz. We wish them the
very best.
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by Stu

Special Music Feature
My fifth year of attending the Austin City Limits Festival resulted in the single finest day of
live music I’ll likely ever experience. And not just because I drank for free afterwards.
Our flight got in on Thursday, and we settled in to the condo our group rented right on Sixth Street.
In a sign that I’m getting older, there’s no way I’m ever doing that again. Those kids outside stay
up late with their drinking and smoking and group sex, and they’re very loud. Don’t they know it’s
2:30 in the morning? Prior to that, we were able to catch a free show from the good folks at Paste
Magazine at Emo’s where the featured attraction was Mates of State (I swear to God, they sounded like Captain & Tennille), but we were there for Bobby Bare, Jr. He was typically great, and has
affected the “portly homeless math teacher” look. We ran into him after the show, and can report
the following:
• Drugs: he likes them.
• He has a Pixies cover band called Is She Weird, Is She White? I hope Martin Zellar told him to
tread carefully.
• He noticed our friend Joelle’s Hold Steady shirt and let us know that he has a girlfriend in Minnesota and that he’s opening for the HS and the Drive-By Truckers at the Ryman Auditorium in
Nashville. We can’t make it, but if anyone else does, e-mail his management. He’ll see about
getting you on the guest list. I think he was serious, but see also #1.
Friday: probably the weakest day of all the ACLs I’ve attended. I’m not outright against Vampire
Weekend, but sleeping in, walking around and inhaling Tex-Mex at the Shady Grove seemed the
better course of action. Your reviews:
• Louis XIV: not very good. Not very good at all.
• M. Ward: surprisingly intense. His recorded output can tend to the NPR-tasteful rock side, so to
see him just throttle his acoustic guitar was nice. Highlights: “Sad Sad Song”, “To Go Home”
• Jenny Lewis: she’s Joni Mitchell. Best show of the day. Highlights: the whole set, really, but
the cover of “Love Hurts” was Nazareth-tastic. Would have preferred “Hair of the Dog,” but it’s
a minor complaint.
• Alejandro Escovedo: workmanlike. Still, he’s been around forever and he should be dead, by
all rights, so good on him. Highlights: “Sister Lost Soul”, “Castanets”
• Other members of our group said David Byrne and the Swell Season were worthwhile. Also,
Byrne rode a bicycle from his hotel to the grounds in a white suit. I’ve not seen video of this,
but I hope it was the big one from Stop Making Sense. That would have been awesome.
We left after Al to go see the Drive-By Truckers at Emo’s. RAWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWK.
Highlights: “Marry Me”, “Hell No, I Ain’t Happy”, “Ain’t Talkin’ ‘Bout Love”, and sweet mercy, “Rockin’ in the Free World.”
Saturday: the aforementioned best day ever. To recap:
• Old ‘97s: blissful. Highlights: “Victoria”, “Barrier Reef”, “Timebomb”
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• Fratellis: T. Rex-ish. Sound issues made this the only negative of the day. Highlight: the song
from the Heineken advert.
• Drive-By Truckers: southern by the grace of God. Highlight that they didn’t play on Friday: “18
Wheels of Love”, with a 10-minute monologue preceding it. Gord Downie, you’ve been served.
• Robert Earl Keen: Texas. Highlight: “Walking Cane”
• John Fogerty: America. Highlight: what’s your favorite Creedence song? Because he played it,
and it was awesome. “Fortunate Son,” in particular, blew my f*cking mind.
• Robert Plant & Alison Krauss: the Shire. Best show of the day and festival. Highlights: the
whole goddamn show. They played “Battle of Evermore”, dude. Duuuuuude. It actually sounded like Valhalla was coming, which I had previously thought a metaphor.
• The two gentlemen discussed below went to Beck, and they said he was masterful.
Here’s how we drank for free: as my wife, brother and I were waiting for John Fogerty to play, we
were following the Twins score on my brother’s cellular. When they lost, we swore at the same time
as the two dudes behind us. They turned out to be from Minnesota, too, and we started talking and
asked them what they were doing here. They said they were musicians, and had been contacted
during the week to play an afterparty on Saturday night. I asked them what band they were in, and
I found out that I was talking to Eric of the Alarmists and Mike of White Light Riot, both of whom are
Kung Fu Mike-approved. They couldn’t get their entire bands down there on such short notice, so
they opted to do acoustic duets on each of their bands’ songs.
After Fogerty, we shared our reviews (“Holy shit!” “No, holy shit!”), drank a little, and they ended up
giving us one of those laminated VIP badges that you usually see on douchebags at First Avenue.
This allowed us to leave the grounds, get on a bus, and head straight to a bar and drink free Dos
Equis and eat free wings, shrimp, etc., while they played their acoustic show. So, yeah, it was a
good day.
Sunday: a good day to sleep in, watch the first half of the regrettable Vikings/Titans game, and
head to the park. Apparently, we missed Bill Murray driving a golf cart around the grounds. Weird.
The closer:
• Against Me!: kind of great. Finally, someone decided that Combat Rock wasn’t all that bad of a
Clash album. Highlights: “Miami,” “Borne of the FM Waves of the Heart” sung with the Tegan
half of Tegan & Sara.
• Neko Case: gauzy, but in a good way. I prefer her work in the New Pornographers, but she
does have pipes and stage presence to spare. She also had Kelly Hogan with her, and she is
severely underappreciated. Great harmonies. Highlights: “John Saw That Number,” “Deep Red
Bells”
• Okkervil River: a special new band. Best show of the day, but I am an absolute sucker for literate pop songs with guitars, so I’m clearly biased. Highlights: “Lost Coastlines,” “John Allyn
Smith Sails,” “Plus Ones”
• Raconteurs: better than anticipated. Must have been some left over Zeppelin on the stage from
Saturday. Brendan Benson owns. Highlights: “Top Yourself,” “Consoler of the Lonely”
And that was that. Think we’re switching it up and going to Lollapalooza next year, but don’t let that
stop you from going to one of America’s best cities (to eat, get drunk and listen to music in).
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This smug Alaskan my have just caught a ton of fish, but look
who their Governor is and guess who will get re-elected to the
Senate after seven counts of financial fraud.

Guess who is on Jack and Diet number seven?
Remember the 70s plastic cheapo halloween customs your parents would get with
the plastic mask and the vinyl suit that had
a picture and name of the character on the
front? by KFM
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Features

In reading up on John McCain, I came across an article that talked about “push polling.”
It was believed that the Bush campaign did this back in the 2000 primaries to help win votes in a
losing race to McCain in South Carolina. A Push Poll is essentially a smear campaign that disguises itself as a voter poll. In 2000, the Bush “pollster” asked the voter, “Would you be more likely or
less likely to vote for John McCain for president if you knew he had fathered an illegitimate black
child?” There was no truth in the statement, nor were there any claims made, but the damage
was done.
While this is sneaky stuff, it is also brilliant. Democrats are far too classy (or honest) for this tactic, but the same approach could be used based on the facts. With the elections coming up in just
weeks, perhaps it would be good to strike up a conversation with a McCain supporter by asking
simple questions, in the same spirit as the Bush Push Poll.
Here are some examples:
• Did you hear McCain tried to ban the UFC? How boring would sports be without Georges St.
Pierre and Anderson “the Spider” Silva?
• Old people forget sh*t and poop their pants. You think it’s good to elect a president that can’t
remember the code while wearing poop in his pants?
• McCain believes in abstinence. Should we have a cock blocker for president?
• You know without stem cell research, they can’t come up with new medical stuff. Do you think
McCain wants us all to die of rabies?
• McCain’s energy policy is making the snow melt and killing our beaches. I knowhe’s too old
and out of touch to snowboard or surf, but where does that leave you or me?
• If your significant other cheats on you and hides at Macaroni Grill, would you go looking for
them at Outback Steakhouse? No, then why does John McCain insist on looking for Bin Laden
at Outback?
• Would you buy a car after reading about it on the internet and talking to the dealer by phone?
No? Then do you find it weird that this is essentially how McCain picked Palin?
• Do you think that maybe McCain wants domestic oil drilling because
he won’t live long enough to see the environment go to sh*t?
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stash zyka

Departments
As promised last quarter, this issue’s installment
chronicles my beer trek across Iowa to it’s Eastern edge and the city of Dubuque. My wife and
I pilgrimage to two beer loving cities, visited six
brew pubs, and imbibed 47 samples, 8 pints,
gathered 5 stolen coasters, too many appetizers, not enough fiber. Good times were had by
all, but more by me, as I wasn’t driving.
The trip began
fortuitously
in
Des Moines, as I
enjoyed the best
beer I’ve ever
had in my life. If
you know me,
you know I don’t
say that lightly,
as I’ve drank in about 20 countries, and try anything that doesn’t have a lethal level of jimson
weed. We were drinking at a place called The
Court Avenue Brewing Company. My new found
love was a non-standard seasonal brew. Basically, it was an amber ale that had been sequestered in used oak chardonnay barrels. It smelled
like vanilla and tasted like barley ambrosia.
Our next stop
was
Dubuque,
where the quality of beer took
a severe plunge.
One place actually
promoted the fact that
their beer was
brewed by only
using malt extracts, which makes no goddamn
sense whatsoever. I brew with malt extracts, but
that because I have a four gallon stainless steel
kettle and a 6.5 gallon carboy, and I don’t have
		

$75,000 worth of brewing equipment encased
in a glass room in the middle of my restaurant. I
have nothing good to say about their beer scene,
so I shall say nothing more at all, because at the
end of the day, Dubuque was a pretty cool city,
and I brought a case of miscellaneous Empyrean
Ales and New Belgium offerings.
Then
the
strangest
thing happened.
I
saw a flier
for someplace called
Potosi, WI.
This fantastical place
was having its grand opening of a restored brewery and the National Brewery Museum and Library. Huh…WTF? Potosi, WI. I shit you not. So
we took a road trip across the Mighty-Mississip.
The beer there was okay, but the environment
was surreal. It was as if I was placed in an idyllic Appalachian scene [sic]
with a brewery that was
half Wall Drug and half Jim
Koch’s Disney World, which
was really inside a casino
in Vegas just south of New
York New York. Some days
I have to ask my wife if we
really went there and it really existed. I was pretty cool.
The bar has a creek running right under it that you
can see through the floor,
that was used for water and
cooling in the caves below.
Now there are at least 4 reasons to visit Wisconsin.
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[Zymurgy Parvenu cont.]

In closing, I made a safe and happy transition from summer’s fruity wheat beers to Fall’s
pumpkin and Oktoberfest offerings. I quite enjoyed Blue Moon’s Harvest Moon Pumpkin Ale
(their website sucks – you have to enter your
birth date twice). However, I did not find myself
enlightened by any of the Oktoberfests this year,
only satisfied. And a word of warning, The Boulevard Brewery out of Kansas City, which usually makes amiable offerings, made a particularly
offensive one called Bob 47, but that is Kansas
City where they cross breed like mosquitos.

http://www.courtavebrew.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubuque,_Iowa
http://www.potosibrewery.com
http://news.newbelgium.com/?p=221
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerusalem
http://thebeersnob.wordpress.com/2007/10/09/
harvest-moon-pumpkin-ale/
http://www.blvdbeer.com/bobs47.htm

Until next season, enjoy.

The Cock will crow three
times with a case of this shit!

Around the World:

the saint

New Department
I was in Lucerne, an hour away from Zurich for
my business trip. Friday morning, my wake-up
call was for 8 AM. I needed to get to the Zurich airport via train for my 1:10 PM flight back
home. Wake-up call never happened. Church
bells outside my window woke me up out of my
slumber at 11 AM. Two hours 10 minutes before
my flight and I am over an hour away by train
in a foreign country and I hadn’t packed anything. After I curse and say “no, no, no....how
could this happen”, I throw everything I can see
in my room into my suitcase (oh yeah, don’t forget my $$ and passport in the room safe!), take
the chocolate, leave the wine bottle you wanted
to bring home, make sure you put on a pair of
underwear (clean or not), run downstairs, tell the
front desk they suck and to send my bill to someone, anyone, I don’t care, jump in a cab (which
is an S500 Mercedes, of course, it is Switzerland) and get set for an hour race through the
country side. I haven’t eaten yet so I feel a bit
queasy in the back seat. On the way, we take
local roads, as I assume he knows the shortcuts. 200 yards in front of us, a truck careens
		

off the road and plunges down the side of the
road bank bouncing everywhere right in front of
our eyes. Everyone hits their breaks and one
lady parks her car right where she was (middle
of the lane), gets out and runs down the hill to
see if they are okay. This stops traffic on both
sides for at least 10 minutes. Luckily, the 2 people are seen walking around down by the truck,
so they are all right and traffic starts moving
again. I get to the airport amazingly 50 minutes
before take-off, but the guy says I may not have
a seat now, so we have to wait for 10 minutes
to see what is going on. He gives me a blank
ticket to get through security to see if they have
a ticket for me at the counter, as it is a sold out
flight (of course, why wouldn’t it). Meanwhile, I
am running around this whole time looking like a
ragamuffin, as my clothes are all disheveled and
my hair reflects the church bells that woke me
up. I swear an old lady looked at me in the airport as “an example to her kids why they should
go back to school”. Amazingly, I made it on the
plane and made it home on my flight although I
still feel out of breath..
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Khaos Konventional Wisdom
Departments
PAGEANTRY

TRAGEDY

ANARCHY

Sara Palin (week 1)

Sara Palin (week 2)

Sara Palin (week 3)

Joe Biden

Joe the Plumber

Crack of the Plumber

The Big 12

The Big 10

The Pac 10

Blooming Flowers

Bloomer Voting

Autism Spectrum Disorder got me
down
Battleship, Battleship, Battleship!
Chicago Pizza

Down Syndrome
Korean Commerce
Ships
Chicago Cubs
Wasilla Mayoral

Wasilla High School

Race

Electronic Voting in
bloomers
Dow Jones

Somali Pirate Ships
Chicago Rush Hour
Wasilla Caribou Herds

J.J. Abrams

J.J. Palin

J.J. Cheney

W the Movie

W the President

W the Saudi Prince

The Replacements

No Replacements

Bad Replacements

Gosh Darn

Sock Darn

Sara F**king Palin

New Song Outlet:

stash zyka

Gate Keeper of the Scene
by Caveat4Sale
the gate keepers of the scene
have been screwing with my dreams
putting product placements
where the trees used to be
and causing my friends
to talk like philistines…
or Hollywood celebrities

Departments
like Karl Rove on LSD
every sentence is infected
by trends they deem eclectic
it speaks volumes about the state were in
when the only one you can trust
is that crackpot Chuck Klosterman
the gate keepers of the scene
the message media machine

the gate keepers of the scene
have no idea what they mean
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Departments
Fifth Installment Cousin
It’s no secret that fans of Artificial Khaos are music lovers - do Palins’ hide in the womb? This column intends to assist the average AK reader in understanding the nuances of our modern day rock
poets. Thanks for all the emails on last quarter’s article. There is absolute no way I’d write this stupid shit, if it wasn’t for your encouragement. I chose this quarter’s song because Fall is the killing
season.
Sympathy for the Devil
by The Rolling Stones
Please allow me to introduce myself		
I’m a man of wealth and taste			
I’ve been around for a long, long year		
Stole many a mans soul and faith			
And I was round when Jesus Christ		
Had his moment of doubt and pain		
Made damn sure that Pilate			
Washed his hands and sealed his fate		
Pleased to meet you				
Hope you guess my name				
But what’s puzzling you				
Is the nature of my game				
I stuck around St. Petersburg			
When I saw it was a time for a change		
Killed the czar and his ministers			
Anastasia screamed in vain			
I rode a tank						
Held a generals rank				
When the blitzkrieg raged				
And the bodies stank				
Pleased to meet you				
Hope you guess my name, oh yeah		
Ah, what’s puzzling you				
Is the nature of my game, oh yeah		
I watched with glee					
While your kings and queens			
Fought for ten decades				
For the gods they made				
I shouted out,					
		

John McCain (Maverick)
married a billionaire
Vietnam was my fourth war
Playing the gold-watch game
not that old…attack ads!
still look like I’ve had a stroke
VC
found the gold watch (you know where)
if you vote for me
John McCain (Bucky Republican)
swing voters
flip flop = maverick
Afghanistan
Iraq
Saddam, et al.
Bin Laden
No, that was Bush on the aircraft carrier
No, but Dad did…
The Surge
but no civilians
Joe Plumber
John McCain (Party Line Conservative)
Michigan voters
Failed Reaganomics
stock dividends
Fortune 500 CEO’s		
with golden parachutes
artificially inflated stock
coughed
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[Anatomy cont.]

Who killed the Kennedys? 				
When after all				
It was you and me					
Let me please introduce myself			
I’m a man of wealth and taste			
And I laid traps for troubadours			
Who get killed before they reached Bombay
Pleased to meet you				
Hope you guessed my name, oh yeah		
But what’s puzzling you				
Is the nature of my game,				
Oh yeah, get down, baby				
Pleased to meet you				
Hope you guessed my name, oh yeah		
But what’s confusing you				
Is just the nature of my game			
Just as every cop is a criminal			
And all the sinners saints				
As heads is tails					
Just call me Lucifer					
cause I’m in need of some restraint		
So if you meet me					
Have some courtesy				
Have some sympathy, and some taste		
Use all your well-learned politesse		
Or I’ll lay your soul to waste, um yeah		
Pleased to meet you				
Hope you guessed my name, um yeah		
But what’s puzzling you				
Is the nature of my game, 				
um mean it, get down				
Woo, who						
Oh yeah, get on down				
Oh yeah						
Oh yeah!						
Tell me baby, what’s my name			
Tell me honey, can ya’ guess my name		
Tell me baby, what’s my name			
I tell you one time, you’re to blame		

F**k you Ted!
j/k Ted…about the j/k…ha ha ha…
And some crazy-assed cell division
John McCain (Moderate)
How many homes?
What are troubadours?
Sapphire with lime (and a drop of Grenadine)
Florida Attorney General
John McCain (Aisle Crosser)
70 % of Americans
Why Sara Palin?
That’s why!
Ohio
John McCain (Middle Class Defender)
Stupid Jesus Freaks
I’ll stay whatever I think you need to hear
In Scorsese movies
In Oscar Wilde plays
in my f**ked up world
No, that’s Cheney’s moniker
via loose cannon Palin
On the voting ballot
Me, not the Arab
At minimum vote Nader
No burping Joe
tax cuts for the 1%
Nebraska?
John McCain (Arch Conservative)
Liberal Media Snobs
Sara Palin?
She does.
Now I sound like Howard Dean.
You bitch to nowhere
dittos
megadittos
John McCain (Conservative)
John McCain (Moderate)
John McCain (sans Ms. Congeniality)
John McCain (Maverick)

CHORUS
JAM
CHORUS
JAM
END
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by Miss Wild Berry
Features
Me:  I am Katy, but we met over 2 years ago at
the Y. We went on one date and we've run into
each other once or twice since. But it's been a
year or so since I saw you last.

Me:  Hello?
Caller:  Hey!
Me: Hey.
(pause)...
who is this?

Caller:  Oh. I called the wrong Katy. I met another Katy on Monday night. (pause) This is pretty
embarrassing.

Caller:  It's Jay!
(offended)

Me:  No worries. Well, good luck with the other
Katy.

Me:  (pause... who is Jay?!)

Caller:  Thanks. So, how are you?.... (blah, blah,
blah.... goes on to make conversation)

Caller:  We met at the YMCA.
Me:   (pause... then I finally remember a guy I
went on ONE date with 2+ years ago... no kiss,
platonic dull date.) Oh yeah.... wow, it's been a
while. How are you?
Caller:   It hasn't been THAT long. (offended
again). Well, anyways I wanted to see if you
wanted to go out this week.
Me:  Well... I live in Asheville with my boyfriend
now... so I'll have to decline. But thanks anyways.

Me:  (answer questions). Well I have to go now...
nice talking to you... good luck with the other girl
you meant to call.
Caller:  Thanks. Bye.
(click)
30 seconds later... he calls AGAIN and leaves a
voice message:

Caller:   I thought you said you lived in East
Point?

Caller:  Hey Katy. This is Jay. We met this past
Monday night and I wanted to see if you'd like to
go out sometime. Give me a call at ___.
(click)

Me:  No. I never lived in East Point. I lived in Virginia Highlands, but I moved to Asheville back in
May.

Poor dude.
Despite his oversight, I called him back to let
him know he called the wrong girl... again.

Caller:  Well, you told me you lived in East Point
on Monday.
Me:  Are you calling the right person?
Caller:  Aren't you Katy? I met you Monday night
at the YMCA?
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The Ali G Interview wit [sic] Tina Palin
Features

by Ali G
Da Ali G: Yo, yo, yo. Big it up. I be Ali G, and I’m
here witz second lady of the White House to be,
the one and only Gunver of the country of Alaska, Sarah Palin. Howz are you?

governz from there?

Palin: I am wonderful. You know, just happy to
be here. Who would have thought a little gal like
me could come from Wasilla, AK (a state in the
United States) to be a contender for Vice President.

Da Ali G: Don’t you mean if?

Da Ali G: Bigitup…Does Vice mean that you will
be privy to the narcotic supply?

Palin: If we win?

Palin: (Laughs) No, it means that I am second in
command of the nation.
Da Ali G: The wholez United States? Would they
really let a woman do that?
Palin: Of course, they would. Are you implying
that a woman couldn’t do the job? What about
Margaret Thatcher?
Da Ali G: Thatcher had a schlong. I’d seez it on
the internet at www.thatchersschlong.com. It
was wicked gross growing out of her vagine.
Palin: I’m sure that was just a camera trick.
Da Ali G: No, it was a cock. I have one, so I considerz meself an expert witness.
Palin: No, I mean with the software.

Palin: Yes, that’s why I said “would” move.
Da Ali G: When you win?

Da Ali G: Ha. Gotcha. Right derz. You didn’t see
it coming did youz?
Palin: I must not have since I don’t know what
you are talking about.
Da Ali G: So you are a bit dim?
Palin: No. Not at all. That’s offensive.
Da Ali G: Oh, mez sorry. I didn’t meanz it like dat.
I meant because youz so hot, youz don’t need to
rely on your intellect so much. Right?
Palin: Well, it’s my intellect that got me to the
Governor’s Mansion in Juneau, not my body.
Do Ali G: Doez you really think so, or are you just
politicking now? Cuz you are wicked hot, and me
Julies is out of town.
Palin: Can we wrap this up?

Da Ali G: Oh no, it was hardware.

Da Ali G: Sure, last question? Russell Crowe or
Beckham?

Palin: Next question please.
Da Ali G: Okay, how do you feel about Alaska
being so far away from DC? Won’t it be hard to
		

Palin: I would move to Washington when we win
the election?

Palin: What about them?
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Car Korner

Da Ali G: Which one would you gitz with if you
could without anybodiez knowing?
Palin: Probably Beckham (laughs).
Da Ali G: Cuz he can bend it? Me Julie likes that
too, but shez out of town…I think I mentioned
that.
Palin: Yes you did. I’m sorry, but I’ll have to decline. My husband is in town, and he’s a pretty
tough dude. One time he finished a 500 mile
snowmobile race with a broken arm.
Da Ali G: I don’t follow, but ifs youz winz like you
saz youz will, he could be in Juneau and us in
D.C. Right?
Palin: I don’t think so.
Da Ali G: But we could?
Palin: I don’t think so.
Da Ali G: But we could?
Palin: I don’t think so.
Da Ali G: But we could?
Palin: Please stop.
Da Ali G: Yo, yo, yo. Check yourself before you
wreck yourself. I be here witz my main bird,
Guvner of Juneau in the commonwealth called
Alaska. Yous got to knowz about politicks or
else you needz to rely on Jack Bauer all the
time. Big it up.

Departments
Procedure for changing a passenger side headlight in a 2004 Chrysler Pacifica. Materials Needed: Slotted screwdriver Replacement Headlight
The following materials and tools are not necessary but definitely helpful, Case of High Life.
step one. open a beer
step two remove the two screws holding the
headlight assembly to the car.
step three try to pull the assembly forward fail.
step four take spare tools away from two year
old especially the wrench he is trying to “fix” the
battery with nearly connecting the two terminals
step five throw the ball or Frisbee for the dog for
a while 5 to 10 minutes
step six have another beer
step seven return to problem attempt to wiggle
headlight assembly free cracking it in the process.
step eight take air filter off to try to ease assembly out.
step nine allow dog to steal air filter and chew it
up.
step ten take another vehicle to town to purchase another air filter.
step eleven look online for a solution and spend
an hour looking at porn
step twelve when your wife or significant other
wonders where the two year old is remember
you were looking for a headlight solution.
step thirteen in blind frustration nearing anger
drink beer and swear and pull on headlight with
all your strength.
step fourteen Find two year old asleep in the car.
step fifteen Drive to town to body shop asking
if they can replace broken headlight assembly
while retaining your manhood.
step sixteen spend 15 minutes and $150 watching the right way to do it.
--Rev Wild Bill
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Apocrypher News Wire
Departments
West vs. Midwest - Ladder Ball
The end result was fairly
predictible, however the
two men, Brooze and PK,
from Edina, MN decided
to play the game anyway.
Their opponents were two
West Coast transplants
called the Saint and Doctor
Gonzo. Despite requests
to make it a friendly game,
the Brooze and PK were
adamant a wager be made.
The losers would shotgun a can of beer for
each game lost. Unknowingly, this battle could
mimic the upcoming Presidential election. The
West Coast used the Blue Balls, the Midwest,
the Red Balls. Best of three games. After some
amazing back and forth play, it was clear the
West Coast team was undermatched. The final
toss in the third game by Doctor Gonzo rang
up six points, which led to the shotgunning of
beers by the losers. A befitting punishment for
the McCain/Palin voters.
Gravity Gun single available
The song contest mentioned in the Summer issue of this rag, is coming to a close. The only
entrant into the contest may have closed the
doors on any other participants. The Table of
Contents, fronted by Karl Lazlo submitted a
zinger of a pop/rock single for the lyrics to Gravity Gun written by DrG and JP some ten years
ago. It’s harmonies and Bowie-esque breakdown offer clear understanding of how rock and
roll music should be composed. Take a listen on
the AK website. Click link to listen.
http://www.artificialkhaos.com/Music/GravityGun.mp3
		

Bastards of Omaha and 40 Years of
Andrew Sweet.
The nicely isolated cabin up by Index provided
a nice setting to usher Andy into his 40s. The
days were raining and cold, but hey it was August in Seattle. What luck. The Bastards played
a double digit song set despite the rain soaked
deck. The brought out the classics, Pinball Wizard, Space Oddity, Hey Hey What Can I Do and
closed with She’s Happy mashed with In Da
Club. The show was set to be recorded for a
BBC broadcast around Xmas time. Due to technical difficulties the show went unrecorded and
raises questions of whether or not it even took
place. Next up for the Bastards is a plugged in
show for Mrs. Chelsea Markle, whom I think hits
the ripe old age of ??. I’m smarter than that.
Zima Gone: PK v. the saint
Hey saint: I’m sorry to hear that your favorite
beverage, Zima, is no longer going to be produced for your consumption. Hopefully you can
move on to some Boons Farm or MD 20/20. It
saddens me somewhat because it was clear and
looked like 7Up which allowed you to booze on
the down low. Guess it is back to mixing Grey
Goose sodas for lunch. Good luck to you LA
guys in your search for a new favorite beverage
to drink on your “guys” night - PK
Hey PK: Thanks for your condolences. I suppose
a card is too much to ask for nowadays, but it is
the thought that counts. We have been able to
find our beverages of choice out here in the City
of Angels, mainly Bud Dry, Keystone beer (in a
specially-lined can), and the occasional Purple
Hooter thrown in for when we really want to get
the party going. Frenchie still gets “food poisoning” after 1 1/2 cocktails and has to slow down a
bit as usual, but Cap’n B still ramps it up until he
finds the appropriately overweight former Hand
Model to take home and sumo wrestle. - saint
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Snap Shots
Departments

Ross Lake, Washinton by Jamie Otter

Two and one-half votes for Obama.

The Notorius V.I.G Top Ten List
Departments

Top Ten Reasons to Vote McCain/Palin
1.

Will validate my belief that any chowder head can be president as long as he or she has a
hot sidekick. Vigesaa\Megan Fox in 2016.
2. Need to keep our streak alive of having someone dumber than a second grader in the White
House.
3. Palin is hot, Biden is not.
4. Chance every press conference to see McCain challenge press corps to a fist fight.
5. A lethal combination of McCain’s rapid eye blinking and condescending remarks will force
Ahmadinejad into submission.
6. Palin Bikini Pool Party at the White House. BYOB.
7. On the way out, W. can place all pens on the top shelf and laugh as McCain tries to get them
down.
8. Secretary of Defense – Chuck Norris. A scissor kick to Bin Laden’s face will stop Al Qaeda in
a hurry.
9. The GILF and the Chubby Chipmunk fighting evil doers everywhere.
10. Gives Palin 4 years to figure out the Bush Doctrine is not a porno…
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The Khaos Klassifieds
Departments

Internet Links
Ricochet Biscuit
http://www.ricobiscuit.com/
Retrofitted Designs
http://www.retrofitteddesigns.com/
Artificial Khaos Productions presents the
new face of Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new media section
collects most of our film and video projects in one convenient place. Enjoy.
Click on graphic teleport.

A.J. Rathbun
www.ajrathbun.com
Elemental Studio
www.elementalstudio.com
Alex Doerffler Photography
link

The West Coast Premiere

Birdbath Radio
[click image to link]

BUY THIS BOOK
[click image to link]

A.J. Rathbun on FOX news
[click image to link]

Cash Richard Kosel
bellyblog-willie.blogspot.com
KHAOS apparel
[click to link]

Battleship! Battleship! Battleship!
After premiering at the New Kingston Film
Festival, late August brought the first West
Coast screening of the overly hyped short
film. The turnout was faboulous. Thanks to all
the attendees. Next stop, the Fargo Film Festival in March 2009.

“This sophomore, no-budget effort from
AK Films - Next project
Artificial Khaos Films has more twists than
The Checkout Girl.
Moby’s Dick and more ballast than Shelly
Directed by Liza Rinny
Winters” -J.A. Bunrath, film critic, LitRag
Screenplay by D. McCaul
Currently in pre-production.

Send Classified advertisements to the Editor. They
will be run free of charge. There is a 25 word limit.
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